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Introduction
Complete Streets are streets designed and operated to enable
safe access for all users, including pedestrians, bicyclists,
motorists and transit riders of all ages and abilities.
Complete Streets are increasingly desired by communities
• 16 jurisdictions in Indiana have adopted complete streets
policies – Including INDOT
• Complete Streets introduce competing demands for public
right-of-way
• Guidance catching up to help communities implement
complete streets and navigate trade-offs
• Need for systems-level approach

Background
• Traditional design
guidance based on
functional classifications
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Street Typologies
• Framework for planning and implementing Complete
Streets
• Establish modal, contextual, and character emphases
and prioritizations
• Identify applicable tools from toolbox
• Integrate transportation with broader community goals
• Typologies can be uniquely-defined to respond to
those goals and community input
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Case Study
St. Louis Downtown Multi-Modal Access Study
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Case Study
St. Louis Downtown Multi-Modal Access Study
• Typologies
o commercial
o neighborhood connector
o bike priority
o transit priority
o arterial
• Special Character Modifiers
o image
o historic
o scenic

Case Study
Commercial – prioritizes pedestrians and on-street
parking to foster commercial activity
• high-visibility crosswalks & curb bulb-outs
• traffic control prioritizes pedestrians
• target traffic speeds 20 to 25 mph
• turns on red prohibited & corner radii limited

Case Study
Neighborhood Connector – multimodal street
penetrating neighborhoods
• balanced priorities emphasized
• generally low traffic so not more than 2 lanes
• dedicated turn lanes & signal phases discouraged
• target traffic speeds 25 to 30 mph

Case Study
Bike Priority – prioritizes cycling and incorporates
supportive infrastructure, policies, regulations
• dedicated on-street bicycle
facilities
• smooth pavement and
priority maintenance
• vehicle and on-street
parking conflicts minimized

Case Study
Transit Priority – prioritizes transit and incorporates
supportive infrastructure, policies, regulations
• bus lanes and streetcars
• transit signal priority & vehicle conflict mitigation
• target vehicle speeds complement transit
• multiple traffic lanes

Case Study
Arterial – prioritizes vehicle traffic and mobility
• may have diminished land use context
• multiple traffic lanes per direction
• turn lanes & protected turn arrows where warranted
• traffic control prioritizes vehicles
• mid-block driveway/access conflicts minimized
• must accommodate other modes

Case Study
Character-based overlay typologies
• Image – streetscape elements may shift the modal
emphasis
• Ceremonial-Festival – widths dictated by event needs,
overhead infrastructure restrictions
• Historic – special pavements, atypical configurations,
narrow widths
• Scenic – prominent vista or landmark may restrict onstreet parking, loading/unloading
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